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) and SSSEP (steadystate somatosensory evoked potential)-based systems (Muller-Putz et al., 2006) . Neurophysiological activities induced from sensation inputs are self-regulated by the users with specific patterns which can be easily distinguished to achieve high ITRs (>25 bits/min). Especially, the ITRs of P300-based and VEP-based BCIs can be as high as 50.5 bits/min (Meinicke et al., 2003) and 43 bits/min (Wang et al, 2006) , respectively, with the aid of support vector machine and bipolar channel design. BCI systems with high information transfer rates (ITRs) require fast-responding bio-signals and a reliable translation algorithm to convert such signals into control commands. Visual stimulation using flashes of light is a popular and easy means to elicit flash visual evoked potentials (FVEPs) with short latencies short enough to be useful in a BCI. Specifically, FVEP manifests four major peaks: N1, P1, N2, and P2, with latencies less than 200 ms after flash onset or offset (Spehlmann, 1985) . In the present study, an exogenous BCI system was developed for users who have sensitive visual acuity (e.g., users are capable of distinguishing two objects in space with 3° visual angle apart). The proposed BCI was constructed based on the central flash FVEPs, which were induced from abrupt light onsets and offsets, to generate control signals with high ITR. When the subjects pay their attention on the target and according to the neural connections and interactions of the route from the retina to the primary visual cortex, visual stimuli at central visual fields can generate the socalled 'cortical magnification' which makes the central FVEPs more prominent than any FVEPs evoked from peripheral visual fields (Odom et al., 2004; Sutter, 1992) . In order to remove the contamination of peripheral FVEPs from central FVEPs, we designed flickering sequences with mutually independent flash onsets (or offsets) generated by random ON and OFF durations. Since FVEP in human visual cortex is time-locked and phase-locked to the timing of flash onset (or offset) (Spehlmann, 1985) , EEG data segmented based on the flash onset (or offset) timing of one chosen flickering sequence will contain time-locked FVEPs of the chosen flickering sequence mixed with non-time-locked FVEPs induced from other flickering sequences. By applying a simple averaging process, the intentionally manipulated time-locked and non-time-locked properties conduce the time-locked FVEPs to being enhanced concurrently with the suppression of non-time-locked FVEPs. After comparing the averaged onset and offset responses and referring to the characteristic of "cortical magnification", the stimulus producing the onset and offset FVEPs with the largest peak-tovalley features was identified as the gazed target. The flickering sequences with mutually independent flash onsets (or offsets) will be termed as "mutually independent flickering sequences" in the followings for convenience purpose. Some other VEP-based BCI systems have been proposed in recent years. Two of them were gaze-dependent systems, one was based on the fast multifocal visual evoked potential (FMFVEP) (Sutter, 1992) and the other on the steady-state visual evoked potential (SSVEP) (Cheng et al., 2002) . The flickering stimuli of FMFVEP-based system were generated by a pseudo-random binary sequence with a fixed time lag between any two adjacent channels. Each entire pseudo-random sequence was convoluted with a standard VEP response to create a so-called ''expected response''. By finding the maximum correlation between the measured EEG signals and the expected response of each flickering stimulus, the gazed stimulus was recognized. Instead of using a binary sequence with fixed flickering frequency, each stimulus in the SSVEP-based system was designed to have its own flickering frequency. The gazed target was identified by finding the stimulus which contributes maximum power of SSVEP at Fourier spectrum. However, there are limitations in these two gaze-dependent systems. The FMFVEP-based method presumed identical response of VEP across all trials and used it as template in correlation computation (Sutter, 1992) . Such a stringent assumption was irreconcilable with the truth (Jung et al., 2001; Tang et al., 2002) and the resultant correlation may not be optimal in detecting the gazed target. In the SSVEPbased method, the flickering frequencies were confined to be lower than 14 Hz due to the frame rate of PC monitor, and flickering frequencies around alpha band should also be excluded to avoid the interference of spontaneous alpha rhythm (Salmelin and Hari, 1994) . These two constraints may reduce the available flickering channels and communication bandwidth. Another type of VEP-based BCI system requests users to pay attention to flickering stimuli for regulating the SSVEP responses (Kelly et al., 2005; Trejo et al., 2006) . The operation of such attention-regulated SSVEP systems is independent of eye movements, which is suitable for users who have well-preserved visual acuity but are incapable of moving their eyes. Nevertheless, the attention-regulated SSVEP systems are usually designed with few flickering channels (FCs) since too many FCs may distract user's attention and result in poor performance. Besides, attention maintenance in operating the system relies on user's experience and it usually requires users to take a training procedure (e.g., 3 minutes) before they can achieve accuracies higher than 80% (Trejo et al., 2006) . Another problem is the evaluation of system performance. Owing to the inter-individual variations on attention maintenance and time lag for successful attention modulation, Trejo et al. (2006) reported that the lag for each attention modulated SSVEP was in a range of 1~5 seconds which limited the bandwidth of ITR. The current system, originated from our previous BCI work in which only the flash-onset induced VEP was employed (Lee et al., 2005; Lee et al., 2006) , was designed by taking the additional distinguishable feature from offset FVEP into account, not only to improve the detection accuracy of gazed stimuli but also achieve better ITR.
Materials and methods

Visual stimuli and task
The visual stimuli were presented on a 17-inch ViewSonic LCD monitor (model VG724; reaction time < 3 ms; 60 frames/s) with a distance of 40~50 centimeters away from the viewer. The full screen was partitioned into several flickering channels. Each flickering channel (FC) was designed to be a rectangle (subtended angle = 3°) overlaid with a small cross-hair and driven by a flickering sequence consisting of alternative ON and OFF (illumination-extinction) states. The small cross hairs were used to draw subjects' attention so that subjects could fixate their gaze at the centers of the FCs. The luminance of ON and OFF state in each FC were 168.7 candelas (cd/m2) and 8.1 cd/m2, respectively, measured by a luminance meter (LS-110; Konica Minolta Photo Imaging Inc., USA) resulting in Michelson contrast of 90.3 %. Duration of each ON or OFF state was a concatenation of two segments, one with a fixed length of 116.7 ms (7 frames) and the other with a variable length which was uniformly distributed between 0 ms and 233.3 ms (0~14 frames). In other words, the duration of each ON or OFF state was between 116.7 and 350 ms and its mean is 233.3 ms. Of note is that the fixed duration was designed to prevent the major visual response of current onset or offset FVEP overlapped with the incoming offset or onset FVEP, and the random duration was used to generate temporal independence of flash onsets (or offsets) among different flickering sequences (see Discussion section).
To demonstrate the stability and applicability of the proposed FVEP system, one control study and one application study were designed and tested. In the control study, 25 FCs, namely from FC-1 to FC-25, were presented in an arrangement of × 5 5 grid (see Fig. 1A ). Subjects were asked to gaze binocularly at the center of each FC for one-minute recording. In the application study, 12 flickering channels were displayed as a pseudo telephone keypad consisting of ten digits '0-9', one Backspace 'B' and one Enter 'E' (see Fig. 1B ). The Backspace 'B' was reserved for the future use of correcting error input and was not used in the study. Subjects were asked to stare at the target stimuli one by one until the most prominent central onset and offset FVEPs could be detected for the identification of gazed stimulus. A representative digit or a letter was sent out right after recognition of gazedstimulus. All subjects were instructed to complete a string: 0287513694E. (B) 12 flickering channels were designed as a pseudo telephone keypad consisting of 10 digits '0-9', one Backspace 'B' and one Enter 'E' in the application study. One EEG channel at the Oz position and the other reference electrode at the right mastoid were utilized.
Subjects and EEG recordings
Five healthy volunteers (three males and two females), ages from 25 to 32 years, were recruited to participate in our studies. Each subject had corrected Snellen visual acuity of 6/6 or better, with no history of clinical visual disease. All subjects gave informed consent, and the study was approved by the Ethics Committee of Institutional Review Board, Taipei Veterans General Hospital, Taiwan. Two of the five subjects (Subject I and II both were male) had one-hour experience in this visual stimulation task while the other three were naïve subjects. VEPs were recorded with a whole-head 40-channel EEG system (bandpass, 0.05-50 Hz; digitized at 250 Hz; Nu Amplifier; Neuroscan Inc., USA), while subjects sat on a comfortable armchair in a dimly illuminated room. Two out of the 40 EEG channels were respectively used as bipolar horizontal and vertical electro-oculograms (EOG); one was placed below and above the left eye and the other at the bilateral outer canthi. The signals recorded from two additional electrodes placed on left and right mastoids were averaged and used as the reference to all EEG channels. The inter-electrode impedances were kept below 5 KΩ during recording. It should be noted that the use of whole-head EEG recording in the control study is only for demonstration purpose. In the application study, only one EEG channel was placed at the Oz position (Fisch & Spehlmann, 1999) and another one reference electrode at the right mastoid (see Fig. 1B ), rather than using the whole-head EEG. An additional bipolar electroculargraphy (EOG) channel was placed on the upper site of right eye and the lower site of the left eye to monitor eye movements. The threshold level for rejecting artifact-contaminated epochs was set at 100 μV in both control and application studies. The EEG recordings were bandpass filtered, within 0.1-50 Hz, to remove 60 Hz and low-frequency drifts, followed by digitization (NI-PCI 6071E, National Instruments). All the aforementioned computations and signal processing procedures presented in the following sections were implemented by the LabVIEW software (National Instruments, USA) to achieve on-line analysis.
Peak-to-valley amplitudes Amp onset and Amp offset in the onset and offset FVEPs
In our study, the flickering stimuli are driven by flickering sequences with ON and OFF alternative states. The FVEPs, induced by flash onsets and offsets, referring to onset FVEP and offset FVEP, respectively, were measured and used as features for detecting gazed stimuli. Both the onset and offset FVEPs have two major negative and two positive peaks within 200 ms after flash onset and offset (Spehlmann, 1985) , which were termed as N1 onset , P1 onset , N2 onset , and P2 onset in onset FVEP (see Fig. 2A and 2C) and N1 offset , P1 offset , N2 offset , and P2 offset in offset FVEP (see Fig. 2B and 2D), respectively. Topographies in subject I (see Fig.  2E and 2F) and subject III (see Fig. 2G and 2H) also demonstrated that the P2 onset and P1 offset were induced from occipital areas. In normal subjects, the N2 onset and P2 onset peaks were usually the most robust (Spehlmann, 1985; Odom et al., 2004) . The amplitude difference between N2 onset and P2 onset peaks, denoted by Amp onset , and that between N1 offset and P1 offset peaks, denoted by Amp offset , were calculated and their sum, Amp onset +Amp offset , was used for detecting gazed stimulus. Examples of the onset and offset FVEPs from two subjects were shown in Fig. 2 . The latencies of N2 onset , P2 onset , N1 offset , and P1 offset peaks were represented by t _onset_n2 , t _onset_p2 , t _offset_n1 , and t _offset_p1 , respectively (see Fig. 2C and 2D ). Because the presence of the latencies of N2 onset , P2 onset , N1 offset , and P1 offset peaks could vary from trial to trial during experiments, the four peaks were searched in a time window by extending ±15 ms (Lee et al., 2006) around the timing of the peaks (illustrated by shaded windows in Fig. 2C and 2D ) obtained from the control study. 
Determination of gazed target by detecting the largest Amp onset +Amp offset among the averaged responses of all flickering channels
The EEG recordings at Oz were inevitably contaminated by peripheral onset and offset FVEPs induced from non-target visual stimuli. Since FVEPs are time-locked and phaselocked to the visual stimulus (Sutter, 1992) , onset and offset FVEPs induced from the central visual field are synchronized to the flash onsets and offsets of the gazed flickering stimulus, respectively. Peripheral visual responses that are asynchronous to the flash onsets and offsets of central visual stimulus can be suppressed using a simple averaging process. By comparing the averaged onset and offset responses, the stimulus producing the onset and offset FVEPs with the largest peak-to-valley features was identified as the gazed target. To suppress such interferences from non-target stimuli via averaging, the ON and OFF durations were designed to be random and all the flickering pattern sequences were generated in a manner that they were mutually independent. The Oz-EEG signals were segmented into epochs based on the flash onset or offset in the ith flickering sequences, i.e., from -0.1 to 0.45s, and stored in two computer registers, namely the th onset i and th offset i registers, respectively. To detect the gazed target, first, every N epochs (N=10 in our implementation) in both th onset i and th offset i registers were averaged followed by lowpass (<30Hz) filtering (zerophase, 6th-order, IIR Butterworth filter) to produce noise-suppressed onset and offset FVEPs. Second, the Amp onset and Amp offset induced from all flickering channels were computed. Third, the stimulus producing the largest Amp onset +Amp offset was recognized as the gazed target. Finally, the screen letter or digit representing the identified stimulus was sent out with a concurrent auditory bio-feedback presented to the subject, along with resetting the th onset i and th offset i registers. In our current design, a gazed stimulus was detected in every one second and was confirmed as the target after three consecutively successful detections, i.e., a letter or digit was sent out in every three seconds. The overall processing flowchart is summarized in Fig. 3 .
Results
The primary advantage of current design of mutually independent flickering sequences is to enhance the visual responses arising from target stimuli while suppressing the interference from surrounding non-target flickering channels via averaging. Figure 4 illustrates the detection of largest Amp onset and Amp offset when one of subjects (subject I) was focusing binocularly on the stimulus FC-13 located at the center of the × 5 5 grid in the control study. The first panel shows the flickering sequences of stimulus FC-13 and the induced EEG signals at Oz, where the vertical solid and dashed lines indicates the flash onsets and offsets of flickering sequence FC-13, respectively. The Oz signals were segmented based on the flash onsets and offsets in the flickering sequence of stimulus FC-13 and the averaged results of every 10 consecutive segmented epochs were displayed in the panel labeled by FC-13 Onset and FC-13 Offset. Temporal waveforms in the remaining panels labeled by FC-j Onset and FC-j Offset, j = 1 and 25, were generated in the same manner based on the flash onsets and offsets of flickering stimulus FC-j. Figure 5 provides another overall view of the averaged onset and offset FVEPs in which the location of each subplot corresponds to the location of associated stimulus. Since the central onset (or offset) FVEPs were time-locked and phase-locked to the flash onsets (or offsets) of the target flickering sequence but the peripheral FVEP epochs were asychronized to such flash onsets (or offsets), the averaged onset and offset FVEPs induced from stimulus FC-13 exhibited the largest Amp onset and Amp offset after averaging and have been successfully segregated from the surrounding flickering sequences. Figure 6 shows that the 10-trial averaged onset and offset FVEPs provoked from stimulus FC-13 can only be recognized at O1, O2 and Oz channels in the occipital area, validating the use of single Oz channel in the application study. To further assess the detection accuracy of using the onset and offset FVEPs, each subject was instructed to gaze binocularly at the center of each flickering channel for one-minute recording in the control study. The detection of gazed FC was performed one by one continuously until all of the twenty-five FCs were processed. Different numbers of epochs were averaged to compute the values of Amp onset +Amp offset for the subsequent estimation of detection accuracy of gazed target, which was defined as the number of correct detections (N correct ) divided by the total detection number (N total ), i.e., N correct /N total . Figure 7 depicts the mean detection accuracies over the five participants with 1, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, and 35 epochs being averaged using Amp onset +Amp offset (dashed curve) and Amp onset (solid curve), respectively. The mean accuracies of using Amp onset +Amp offset were 31.8%, 73.8%, 97.4%, 99.5%, 100%, 100%, 100%, and 100%, respectively, in comparison with that of using Amp onset which were 27.8%, 67.0%, 91.2%, 95.0 %, 95.8%, 99.0%, 99.4%, and 99.8%, respectively, and that of using Amp offset which were 27.7%, 45.3%, 57.5%, 78.3%, 92.0%, 98.1%, 99.2%, and 99.5% (dotted curve), respectively. The resulting accuracies from each individual were further presented in Table 1A and 1B, respectively, where the accuracies of using Amp onset +Amp offset with 10-epoch averages were significantly higher in comparison with that of using Amp onset with 10-epoch averages (paired t-test, p<0.05) , and reached 100% when 20 or more epochs were averaged. To compromise the computational efficiency and accuracy in the current BCI system, 10-epoch averages were adopted since accuracy higher than 95% has been achieved. Averages and standard deviations of the latencies and amplitudes of the N2 onset , P2 onset , N1 offset , and P1 offset peaks induced from the twenty-five flickering channels for each subject in the control study were computed on the basis of 100 epochs (Table 2A and Table 2B ). Results elucidated small variations (less than 5 ms) in the latencies of four featured peaks (Table 2A) as well as relative significance between Amp onset and Amp offset , where the mean value of Amp offset (3.41μv) over five subjects was about half (45.6%) of the mean value of Amp onset (7.47μv), suggesting the reliability of onset and offset FVEPs in the proposed FVEPbased BCI system. In addition, the short latencies (the longest one occurred at P2 onset peaks with 130 ms) endorse the feasibility of high communication rate. In the application study, each subject was requested to produce a string '0287513694E'. The letter 'B' was not used in this experiment since it was used for the purpose of correcting erroneous spelling. averaged responses of all flickering channels, the gazed FC was determined in every second by a personal computer (CPU 3.0 GHz/ 1GB RAM). Whenever each gazed digit or letter was confirmed for three consecutive times by the system, the subject was prompted by voice feedback to proceed with the next digit/letter. All five participants completed the string with minor errors, which were marked underlined. In addition to the accurate rate, N correct /N total , the command transfer interval (CTI) and information transfer rate per minute (ITR) were also computed. The command transfer interval, CTI, was defined as total experimental time (T total ) divided by the number of total output digits and letters, i.e., T total /N total . The information transfer rate per minute (ITR) was computed by
where N is the total number of stimuli and P is the accuracy (Kelly et al., 2005) . The mean accuracy of using Amp onset +Amp offset was 92.18 %, and the mean CTI and ITR were 5.52 sec/command and 33.65 bits/min, respectively.
All subjects who took part in this study have successfully completed a string (see Table 3A and 3B) with few errors either using the Amp onset +Amp offset or Amp onset . Nevertheless, the familiarity of experiment and attention of subjects may affect the detection rates. In this study, two of the five subjects had one-hour training before this task while the other three were naïve subjects. We observed that the experienced subjects have better concentration on the target stimulus than the naïve subjects who were distracted occasionally by surrounding non-target stimuli. For example, subject IV has incautiously shifted his gaze on the wrong stimulus 7 after selected 3' (see Table 3 ). The experienced group (i.e., subject I and II) has performed superiorly with faster ITR (45.73 bits/min) and higher accuracy (100%) than the naïve group from which the ITR and accuracy were 25.06 bit/min and 86.07%, respectively. Table 3 . Results of producing the string '0287513694E' from five subjects.
Number of epochs for averaging
Discussion
FVEP has been a popular clinical index to monitor anesthesia level during surgery (Raitta et al., 1979; Uhl et al., 1980) , to diagnose prechiasmal and retrochiasmal lesions (Carlin et al., 1983; Kriss et al., 1982; Markand et al., 1982; Wilson, 1978) , to indicate intracranial pressure induced by head injury (McSherry et al., 1982) , and to alarm brain death (Reilly et al., 1978; Trojaborg & Jorgensen 1973) . FVEP can be measured in patients who have very poor visual acuity (Spehlmann, 1985) , and some studies also reported that the FVEP can be measured in patients who can see flashes clearly but not pattern stimuli owing to their partial deficiencies in optical fiber connections between retina and visual cortex (Kriss et al., 1982; Wilson, 1978) . These studies suggest that the FVEP is a widely measurable biosignal which has also been used as a control signal for BCI systems (Lee et al., 2005; Lee et al., 2006; Sutter, 1992) . The visual 'Flash offset' responses have been investigated in the single-neuron recording (Duysens et al., 1996; Brooks & Huber , 1972) and electroretinogram (ERG) (Kondo et al., 1998) studies. It has been reported that at least one-third of the cortical cells in visual area (area 17 and 18) produced the visual 'Flash offset' responses that were sensitive to the duration of preceding light stimulus (Duysens et al., 1996) . In particular, the amplitudes of such visual 'Flash offset' responses were proportional to the duration of preceding light stimuli (Duysens et al., 1996; Brooks & Huber, 1972) . In our study, the visual 'Flash offset' responses were not only clearly observed (Fig. 5 ), but also preserved the characteristics of central magnification similar to onset FVEP, which was in line with the Duysens et al.s' results in which the presence of offset-FVEP central magnification in offset FVEP was suggested to be generated at cortical level rather than the input from the Y-OFF cells in LGN (Duysens et al., 1996) , since the visual 'Flash offset' responses from Y-OFF cells in LGN should be specially prominent with peripheral fields (Ferster, 1990) . Duysens et al. (1996) further pointed out that the visual 'offset' response was duration-dependent which may be caused by "cortical disinhibition", meaning a release from the inhibition of other surrounding cortical cells over the same region after long-duration light stimulation. The flickering sequences in this study were generated by random ON and OFF durations. Each ON or OFF state in the flickering sequence was a concatenation of one fixed length (116.7 ms) and a variable length (uniformly distributed between 0 ms and 233.3 ms). The fixed duration was designed to prevent the major visual response of current onset or offset FVEP overlapped with the incoming offset or onset FVEP, and the random duration was used to generate temporal independence among different flickering sequences. The ensemble average FVEPs evoked by flash onsets (or offsets) can be viewed as sums of two stimulus-driven responses: the time-locked FVEPs induced from the target flickering sequence and the non-time-locked visual responses from other flickering sequences. The same ensemble averaging process also attenuates noise, random VEPs and the endogenous EEG. In order to further examine the uncorrelation among different flickering sequences, the correlation coefficients between any two flickering sequences with different temporal lengths (N), from 1000 frames to 100000 frames, were computed. The formula of correlation coefficient is given by , 10000, 20000, 30000, 40000, 50000, 60000, 70000, 80000, 90000 , and 100000, we tested the hypothesis that the mean correlation coefficient between any two sequences was greater than r c , where r c is the critical value of Coef(X,Y) for a one-tailed test with p < .01 (e.g., r c . value is 0.0734 for stimulus sequence of lengths 1000). In every case, we rejected the hypothesis that the observed Coef(X,Y) exceeded r c .
The mean ITR (33.65 bits/min) and accuracy (92.18%) of the proposed BCI can be further improved in the following two ways. First, advanced signal processing techniques can be applied to extract the FVEPs with higher SNR so that much fewer epochs are used in the averaging process for suppressing peripheral visual responses. For example, the independent component analysis (ICA) (Hyvarinen & Oja, 1997) can be used to extract the FVEP in a single trial (Lee et al., 2003; Jung et al., 2001; Tang et al., 2002) . Since the FVEP is time-locked and phase-locked, the gaze-FC can be identified by examining the latencies of central FVEP and thereby higher ITR may be achieved with few averaged epochs. Second, effective classifiers, such as artificial neural network (ANN) (Haselsteiner & Pfurtscheller, 2000; Palaniappan et al., 2002) , support vector machine (SVM) (Meinicke et al., 2003) and linear discriminate analysis (LDA) (Donchin et al., 2000; Hinterberger et al., 2003) can be adopted for accuracy improvement. Cheng et al. (2006) have improved the mean ITR of their SSVEP-based BCI from 27.15 bits/min to 43 bits/min by designing an optimal bipolar measurement with the use of ICA. Meinicke et al. (2003) took the advantage of SVM and have increased the mean ITR of their P300-based BCI from 12 bits/min to 50.5 bits/min. Based on the ICA and advanced classifiers, the performance improvement of our BCI system can be expected.
Comparing the proposed FVEP-based BCI system with other SSVEP-based (including the gaze-dependent SSVEP and attention-regulated SSVEP) or FMFVEP-based systems, both the flickering design and the translation algorithm in these three categories are different. In our system, mutually independent flickering sequences were designed to induce onset and offset FVEPs and the temporally-encoded stimulus onsets and offsets were used to segment FVEPs followed by averaging and comparison for the detection of gazed stimulus. In contrast, the SSVEP-based system was a frequency-encoded method which encoded flickering sequences in distinct frequencies, that is, each visual stimulus was designed to have its own flickering frequency, and the gazed target was identified by finding the stimulus that contributed maximum power of SSVEP at Fourier spectrum. In the FMFVEPbased system, it presumed identical response of FVEP across all trials and used such an "expected response" as the template in correlation computation (Sutter, 1992) . The flickering sequence that produced the maximal correlation was determined as the target stimulus. Of note is that the computational complexities for SSVEP system and FMFVEP system were orders of M⋅log2M (M=512) and M 2 (M=300, at 250 Hz sampling rate and 10/sec flickering activation rate), respectively, where M was number of data points in data processing. By taking the advantage of the design of mutually independent random sequences, the proposed system only requires simple averaging, leading to computation complexity no larger than order of N (N=10), where N is the number of epoch used in averaging. The proposed study utilizes focal stimulus light to induce cortical FVEPs. Intraocular light scattered in ocular media and reflected from ocular surfaces may evoke photoreceptors on peripheral visual fields and induce stray light responses (Sandberg et al., 1996; Shimada & Horiguchi, 2003; Stenbacka & Vanni, 2007) , which are mainly contributed from rod cells owing to their nondirectional sensitivity (Sandberg et al., 1996) . Since the stray light responses are induced by the light which has been reflected and nondirectionally scattered for multiple times, the stray light responses have delayed and weaker responses compared to those evoked from fovea region (Sandberg et al., 1996; Shimada & Horiguchi, 2003) . Nevertheless, in this study, the stray light responses are not clearly observed (see Fig. 2, 4 and 5). Possible reasons are as follows. First, the data were recorded in a dimly illuminated room instead of a completely dark environment so that the sensitivity of peripheral photoreceptors to stray light is reduced (Stenbacka & Vanni, 2007) . Second, our study utilizes multiple flickering stimuli presented simultaneously on a screen. The flickering states of each FC are determined by a self-generated random function and independent of the flickering of other FCs. Due to the property of mutual independence among different FCs, it keeps approximately half of FCs in ON state and the other half of FCs in OFF states which results in no large change in net luminance modulation and the stray light in the periphery is not largely modulated (Riemslag et al., 1985; Fry & Bartley, 1935) . Third, since the interferences of FVEP from non-gazed FC have been successfully suppressed using averaging technique in this study and the responses of stray light from peripheral visual fields are usually delayed and weaker than FVEPs induced from central visual fields, we can speculate that the interference of stray light responses induced from non-gazed FCs can be suppressed as well after applying the averaging process. However, the responses of the visual system are dependent on spatial and temporal parameters, such that periphery may sometimes dominate the central response even when the stimuli are central in some practical applications. The issues of precise contribution from periphery are beyond the scope of current study and will be investigated in future work. It is noted that operations of both the gaze-dependent VEP-based BCI system and the popular eye tracker systems are associated with eye motions. Eye tracking systems require constant light sources, such as infrared light, and a stationary environment with tolerance of minor head movements (Duchowski, 2003) . Although eye trackers have been welldeveloped, some physiological or spatial calibration issues still limit its applications in practical use. First, eye trackers are operated based on image analysis to detect retroreflectivity of two reference points, e.g., reflection from pupil center and the corneal of a stationary light source. As a consequence, eye tracking systems require stationary environments to prevent influence of glint from surrounding false objects (Duchowski, 2003) . Second, available visual angles for eye tracking systems are usually operating within ±45° so that the boundaries of iris or cornea can be well captured. Third, the velocities of eye saccade can be up to 700°/sec within a duration as short as 20ms (Carpenter, 1988) , and thereby most video-based eye trackers are equipped with costly high-speed video capture systems (>250 Hz) (Duchowski, 2003) . In contrast, the VEP-based BCI aims to develop a user-friendly and low-cost system but with the compromised response time of 1 ~ 4 seconds (Cheng et al., 2002; Cheng et al., 2006; Kelly et al., 2005; Lee et al., 2005; Lee et al., 2006; Middendorf et al., 2000; Sutter 1992; Trejo et al., 2006) , which requires only an EEG and an EOG channels.
Conclusion
In this study, a gaze-dependent FVEP-based BCI with ITR of 33.65 bits/min has been proposed. Subjects can shift their gazes at target flashing digits or letters to generate a string for communication purposes. The salient features of the proposed system include (1) FVEP is a reliable neuroelectric signal with fast response that can be used to achieve high ITR, (2) mutually random sequences are designed to suppress inter-flickering-channel interferences via simple averaging which is suitable for real-time processing, (3) the mutually independent sequences consisting of ON and OFF states can be used to induce onset and offset FVEPs at the timing of stimulus onsets and offsets for increasing the detection rates of gazed stimulus, (4) the central magnification of offset FVEP was confirmed in this study and has been used to incorporate with onset FVEP for defining more reliable feature
